Community Conversation – Your Comments
“As an early childhood educator, I recognise the high importance of nature in the lives of young
children. The more green space which disappears, the more butterflies, birds, wild plants and
animals are lost. Keep diversity in Brisbane.”
“Build some biodiversity targets into plan. Brisbane has “special” biodiversity values that are
remarkable on a national level. The river is a key corridor for fauna and should be afforded
that ability to maintain and better itself. Fully support development of icons to carry the
message forward: e.g. water rat, noisy pitta etc.”

“There must be a consideration in the plan for the future. Surely the planners have families who
want to hear the birds in years to come, to see the trees and know they live in a healthy world. It is
sheer ignorance/ or is it pure greed? Think and plan for the future, not for immediate gain – that is
just crazy!”

“A social disaster in the making”.
“I have problems with density, traffic, schools, parkland. LAND could be used for people not
developers! Green is sooo important to quality of life”.
“I have no major issue with high-rise as long as it is affordable, social housing for
those who will not seek out to make a quick-buck reselling or renting out at luxury
prices. High-rise: - OK as social housing, - UNACCEPTABLE as sub-standard flats with
luxury tiles”.
“Live in Hope St. Concerned that the Parmalat site is full of asbestos. How will this be managed?”

“As a teacher my concern is about the loss of educational facilities. I work in a state education facility which is
overcrowded and this is not good for our students. This will happen to West End. One primary school and one
high school will not be enough! Poor, poor planning.”
“Should be medium density with appropriate social infrastructure as per community approved
Urban Renewal Plan for West End.”
“A total lack of consideration or respect for the residents. It’s a complete game-changer for what
was once a unique and great area. Imagine the traffic!”
“Withdraw from Brisbane City Council and have our own local government Council similar to Noosa
Council.”

“The process, the process. Bottom line is CIVIC RESPECT. Politicians need to treat the
public from any electorate with respect.”
“What about redevelopment of this Kurilpa Hall so it’s a much more user friendly/ multi-purpose
space for people who live here.”
“Infrastructure for flora and fauna too. Who has considered the impacts on
the water rat, the Kurilpa symbol of this development? Could this plan = the
demise of the water rat?”

“Biodiversity is a fundamental building block. Biodiversity nurtures our wellbeing at
an essential level. Biodiversity can and must be integrated into planning for a healthy
city.”
“Brisbane is the most bio diverse city in Australia. So why doesn’t this plan mention environmental
protection, biodiversity or climate change? A wasted opportunity.”
The importance of nature for children.
“Major issue with schools, or the lack of new required ones. This will cause more traffic issues,
making the whole area less liveable.”

“Transport upgrades (both roads and public transport) are not suitable for such a major increase in
population.”
“The whole West End neighbourhood is already lacking green space and real parks. Some major
parks need to be incorporated among the high buildings.”
“I would like to put a protest badge on my knapsack. I walk across the Victoria
Bridge to work every day. A protest badge would spread the word.”
“The density on the river is not only going to degrade liveability, but won't even be commercially
appealing. During the recent hailstorm a friend who is a unit-dweller told me that a wind tunnel
formed between high-rise towers. Multiple towers crammed together will only exacerbate this.”

“Where will all the new schools be built?”
“No public consultation, sly tactics, no community focus and the negative impact of the urban plan
considered.”
“Healthy, active, connected community
















more green space for multiple use (50% of area
more outside green space for kicking a ball, backyard cricket
indoor sports centre - all ages, variety of sports
outdoor netball, basketball, handball courts
keep biodiversity corridors, keep birdlife, bats, possums
keep safe connected pathways, walking rollerblading, skateboarding, cycling, running
interesting meandering parks
community gardens
schools with safe active transport routes
upgrade Musgrave pool, increase community activities at pool, triathlons, swim clubs,
childcare at pool, swim lessons
additional childcare primary and high schools
additional accommodation for elderly
development to cater for all ages groups and cultures
new library (like Brisbane Square)
cycling routes for fast commuters




cycling routes for kids learning to ride
green space for visitors who work or travel to city”

“Lack of community spaces and parks


Massive development BCC, pity about the lack of consultation with the community who
already lives here and has to commute through these streets”

“We need:





more green spaces for the projected population increase (picnic, playgrounds, BBQs)
more bicycle and walking paths (segregated from cars)
more wildlife corridors for birds, reptiles and mammals
more sporting fields and swimming pools etc.”

“Community infrastructure and social facilities planning needs serious
attention.”
“Insufficient public open space for outdoor recreation but also for day to day neighbour-hood social
activities.”
“Traffic and transport provisions inadequate.”
“I can understand why Hong Kong and Manhattan have to develop vertically – they are both islands.
But Brisbane isn’t. This is pure folly.”
“Insurance? How can living on lower levels of these buildings and parking in their basements be
“coverable” by insurers when the floods hit again. Premiums offered will be through the roof
(when the waters subside).”
“Do not build on flooded land or in parklands / green area that makes our neighbourhood special.
And if you need to build high-rise make it social housing key workers and NOT an incentive for
speculation.”
“A ridiculous lack of planning integrity and foresight. What legacy does this leave? What
quality of life will this provide? Go back to good practical planning principles and lessons learned
internationally when planning for healthy liveable cities.”

“Too high, too many, too close, too overshadowing, too much concrete. Slow
down!”
“Suggestion. To compliment a political campaign, a prolonged exhibition to allow artists to express
their views on South Brisbane (West End) precinct and by implication what will be lost with
unbridled development.”

“Looks pretty but where do the kids kick a footy?”
“Too dense, not enough infrastructure, no consultation. Preserve our community.”

“Agree with insurance premium issue will they be higher because of insurance on the
flood plain which will flood again.”
“Kurilpa has focussed concerns re density in the inner city but it is only part of a much larger growth
area. Focus also needs to be given to the joint impacts of Riverside South precinct/Absoe
site/Musgrave Park precinct etc. Overall issues re traffic / public transport/green space/demographic
diversity need to be addressed. Necessity to tie in design quality / excellence with the development
process. Make design quality a top priority.”

“I agree with the above comment growth may be inevitable – let’s take the opportunity to be world class
in how we go about it.”
“Where is the recognition of demographic/population diversity and the community dividend? What
are the impacts on existing schools/ libraries /health etc?”
“Traffic and road capacity. Additional buses will not deliver a solution on congested roads. Additional
ferry stops do not move enough people quickly or on mass. Coordinated bicycle network an absolute
necessity and priority.”
“Congestion nightmare. How is that number of people expected to move in and out of that space
with any level of efficiency. I would hate to live there.”
“Concern for older residents who face unaffordable rate rises and whose properties are protected so
can’t get value at sale. Older residents may have to move out.”
“My major concern is there won’t be enough parkland for relaxing, walking, jogging, bike riding etc.”

“Montague Road is already at capacity and can’t take any more traffic. West End is a community and with high
density living we will lose the culture. This has to be the No1 priority when drawing up plans. There are other major
problems – no schools, public transport. Also the shadows high rise buildings will cast over the other buildings.”
“The model for the Kurilpa Master Plan must be South Bank. I do not oppose reasonable medium
density development consistent with sufficient infrastructure, but imagine how bleak the wonderful
South Bank parklands would be if surrounded by 30-40 storey towers. The Kurilpa development
needs to be held to 5-10 storeys maximum with 50% parkland. This area belongs to all Brisbane and
Queensland citizens, not a short space Government beholden to developers.”
“This proposed development is purely a money-making exercise for a few. There is nothing in it for Brisbane,
except $ $ $ rate money for BCC. Local will bear the brunt of the negative effects – overcrowding,
overshadowing, and local of local services and infrastructure. Local people are pro-sustainable development: not
this insane land grab.”
“My concern is the streets in West End are already at bursting point- now, all this development, cars
can’t get down streets due to insufficient width/parking. You can’t safely cross a road.”

“And this is not even starting on the Body Corporate- ungoverned structure- they are a law to
themselves and no government authority to hold them fully accountable.”

“What I see is a major opportunity to build a liveable city lost forever.”
“There is:







Lack of foresight
Lack of green space for all the community not just for a few unit owners
Poor building quality and no passive energy design
Too high
Lack of facilities – schools etc.
Reeks of satisfying developer’s needs – not the future and present community.”

“It is simply a money grab by government and developers and we are losing our
precious heritage.”
“This Master Plan does not constitute development. It promotes ghettos, uneducated, low socioeconomic non-communities and disastrous flood damage. It is for the purpose of lining the pockets
of developers who will have moved on to their next conquest before anyone notices.”

“Perhaps it is time for a tactical change in direction. We increasingly
understand the issues that confront us – unbridled growth/development that
has profit band accumulation at its heart rather than people,
environment/ecosystems, community, culture.”
“These issues are now common around the world- unsustainable economically based on an
outmoded world view.”

“Let’s try some solid civil disobedience along with some equally solid discussion of alternative visions of liveable
towns and cities based on all aspects of true sustainability. The time for letters, petitions and other forms of pleading
are not working. Time to up the ante and put our bodies on the line.”
“The recent amendments to the Kurilpa Plan make no provisions for suitable (if any) for Green Areas.
The increase in Unit development in height which will also result in huge increases in population.
Bluntly there is not even a provision for assistance for women and children and elderly people in
crossing safely between Coles shopping centre and the bus stations. The people in the 70 units are
increasing in number of population with the provision of further residential high rise buildings.”

“My major concern is the proposed high density of habitation and inhabitants. West
End’s greatest attraction is its village-like feel – it’s a real community. This will be
overwhelmed by high density living.”
“Green space is another great concern in an area which is made up of flood plains. My vision for the
River edge would be to continue the parkland of Southbank along the river’s edge past the Victoria
Bridge. This would not repeat the great mistake of Sydney and Darling Harbour where high rise
buildings march down to the water’s edge to create a concrete jungle. There are not parks, parks are
the breathing space of the whole city and visitors to the city, and not just the people living close by.
The proposed number of units will automatically create more cars on the roads. The roads as they

are in this area are for the village of West End – not a super highway. And I haven’t even mentioned
the wildlife.”
“Shouldn't build high-rise in a known flood plain ….. Or caveat emptor: buyer
beware”
“An integrated approach is required i.e. Local Area plans made by ourselves that map heritage,
sacred sites and ecological refuges and flood maps. Pedestrian access not bike tracks, trees, no
removal of war memorials, or relocation of longstanding members of the community. Multi CBD not
just Brisbane CBD. Community shopping and spaces for people to meet in a non economic
environment. “
“What about input of women into the Kurilpa Plan? Wasn't it one of the goals of
G20 to make representation of women at all levels of society a reality? How many
women make up planners, politicians, developers, community providing diverse
contributions? Design by women- would make the plan better meet the community
needs and be smarter, better- re investment (basically well designed).”
“We need more space for relaxation, walking, swimming, bird watching. Please reduce the number
of buildings and ensure we have more parks and community space.”
“Don't 'dis' our current infrastructure. Brisbane was last year voted the hippest city in Australia and
West End the hippest place in Brisbane. Build on strengths-don't destroy strengths. Maintain this
image + the reality of it to sell the city and the precinct.”
“We need a traffic plan for the whole of West End, Highgate Hill, Hill End and South Brisbane.”
“Building approvals given by Council/state government in a known flood plain is trouble waiting to
happen again. And yes we know you've increased the height of buildings by a little over 1 meter post
flood of 2011. The schools in the area (State High and WESS) are at or near student capacity. The
proposal by the government would preclude therefore the additions of new families to the area:
only singles without children.”
“Misguided Govt plan. Note the flood overflow was along Montague Rd in 2011 and Govt wants to
give green light to developers for 25 and 15 story buildings on first breaking of ground? "Edited" why
risk people's lives during flooding of Brisbane by allowing high density dwellings on Kurilpa?”
“Govt and Council do not have to create a Hong Kong type city. We have currently space. Please act
in collaboration with us.”

“Brisbane has already witnessed the effects of increased population without adequate
infrastructure. This looks to me as an increase without proper forethought about the impact
on schools, open spaces, and infrastructure.”
“The discussion re diversity and planning needs to include a commitment to provision of social
housing infrastructure to maintain diversity and vibrancy of the area.”

“I do not agree with the projected population increase for the Kurilpa Master Plan as
it will strain existing infrastructure such as XX and parks.”
“What's going to happen to the high % of disadvantaged populations in West End and surrounding
areas who are already experiencing cuts to resources when government prioritises developments?”

